
To compete in today’s dynamic global market, you need 
to do business in every direction. But pulling together 
the necessary technology can get very complicated, very 
quickly. TrueCommerce Pack & Ship enables you to create 
an omnichannel fulfillment strategy that meets trading 
partner compliance mandates while integrating, automating 
and simplifying the fulfillment process for manufacturers, 
distributors and 3PLs. 

Pack & Ship’s affordable, web-based, end-to-end order 
fulfillment automation equips your organization to 
consistently deliver on your customers’ expectations.

 h Boost your fulfillment capabilities by standardizing packing 
and shipping across all order fulfillment methods, eliminating 
manual efforts while increasing throughput 

 h Reduce IT complexity and costs by consolidating multiple 
disparate systems and workflows into a simple, unified, 
web-based solution 

 h Integrate fulfillment processes with ERP, EDI, eCommerce 
and your shipping carriers to deliver real-time 
synchronization and visibility throughout the order lifecycle 

 h Plan shipments ahead of time for rapid turnaround 

 hDeliver more, faster with batch shipping and simple 
shipping features 

 h Pack accurately with quantity validation, barcode scanning 
and weight audits

 h Reduce freight spend with dynamic rate shopping and 
cartonization

 h Improve vendor scorecards and reduce chargebacks with 
compliant ASNs, GS1 labels, branded packing lists and 
much more 

 h Eliminate returns and costly shipping errors with intelligent 
pack verification, street-level address validation and the 
enforcement of flexible shipping workflow rules 

 hGain enhanced visibility with end-of-day reporting, including 
close carrier, order and manifest reports 

 h Improve operational efficiency with powerful, customizable 
analytics dashboards 
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REDUCE COSTS.  
DELIVER ON CUSTOMER PROMISE. 
SCALE FULFILLMENT OPERATIONS.
Today’s growing businesses face an unrelenting demand to achieve the 

highest level of service across multiple order channels. With shrinking 

margins and changing customer expectations for fulfillment velocity, you 

need to minimize shipping and fulfillment costs while also eliminating errors 

and returns.  

“ With Pack & Ship, you 

can meet the diverse 

and escalating demands 

of consumers and major 

retailers while improving 

fulfillment accuracy and 

reducing fulfillment and 

transportation costs.”

Ross Elliott 

TrueCommerce President

Pack & Ship consolidates multiple, 
disparate applications into one powerful, 
web-based solution. It connects 
shipping, order processing, EDI, back-
office system integration and customer 
service to automate your fulfillment 
processes — accelerating outbound 
fulfillment, improving productivity and 
efficiency, and simplifying compliance 
with major retailer requirements.

With Pack & Ship, your organization can 
fulfill orders across a variety of sales 
channels, including big box retailers, 
eCommerce, online marketplaces and 
others.  As orders are placed, they are 
automatically synchronized with Pack 
& Ship, so your warehouse personnel 
can immediately begin fulfilling orders.  

Pack & Ship validates the contents of the 
shipment to ensure accuracy, gives you 
a choice of cost-effective carriers, and 
prints required documentation such as 
carrier labels, GS1 compliance labels, 
return labels, branded packing lists and 
much more.  For orders requiring trading 
partner compliance, TrueCommerce 
Transaction Manager automatically 
builds and sends compliant ASNs 
(Advance Ship Notices), while Pack & 
Ship synchronizes shipment data with 
your ERP, completing the fulfillment 
and invoicing steps within your business 
system.  It’s fast, accurate and easy!
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 h Predefined shipping rules, from covering 
customer and address-level account 
numbers to carrier presets ensure orders 
are processed correctly every time

 hOrder grouping makes it easy to 
consolidate shipments and lower 
freight spend

Consistently Meet Delivery Expectations

 h Connect with 60+ global carriers to 
access a vast service coverage area 
including cross-border shipping

 h Same-day delivery in specific markets 
includes support for Postmates and Deliv

 h Automated shipping rules, batch 
shipping and simple shipping features let 
you process high order volumes quickly

 h Branded emails are sent to customers 
automatically as orders are completed 

 h Full track-and-trace visibility empowers 
you to provide better customer service

Scale Fulfillment Without Increasing 
Costs

 h Standardized packing and shipping 
processes streamline and scale 
fulfillment activity 

 h Integration across core fulfillment 
systems eliminates data latency issues 
and process interruptions, eliminating 
delays

 h Flexible architecture and management 
by exception make it easy to manage 
rapid growth and demand spikes, 
keeping costs predictable 

 h Integrated shipping processes 
dramatically reduce the learning curve 
for warehouse staff

Gain Control with Advanced Automation 
Rules

 h Assign suppliers to orders based on 
customer preferences

 hUse tags to route orders to specific 
warehouses or shippers

 h Catch package issues before shipping 
with automated on-screen and audio 
alerts

 h Autofill third-party billing addresses to 
eliminate manual input and shipment 
errors

Ship Orders of All Sizes with 
Confidence

 h Tag, search, group and edit orders with 
shipment planning

 h Ship palletized orders via LTL/TL for 
bulkier items or larger replenishment 
orders 

 hHandle shipments that require pack 
verification, pack-level detail, or serial/
lot tracking

 hHandle partial and consolidated 
shipments, including complicated 
cross-dock orders 

Improve Vendor Scorecard 
Performance and Create Great 
Customer Relationships

 h Automation seamlessly generates 
and manages compliance 
requirements for customer accounts 
requiring EDI documents (EDI 856), 
GS1 labels, branded packing lists and 
more 

 h Systematic order fulfillment and 
“built-in” compliance that updates 
with trading partner changes make 
it easy to manage and meet unique 
trading partner requirements 

 h VICS Bill of Lading reports generate 
automatically to meet shipping 
requirements

 h Validation and verification increase 
perfect order performance scores 

Generate Reports Automatically

 h Produce compliant labels for any 
supported carrier, including FedEx, 
UPS, USPS and DHL

 hQuickly generate picking lists, packing 
lists, and branded labels and route to 
your preferred printer

 h Configure end-of-day reports, carrier 
and shipment manifests, and other 
reports as needed

 h View and print reports individually or in 
batches with a click of a button

Gain Operational Insights into Your 
Fulfillment Processes 

 h Customizable dashboard widgets and 
filters let you break down data to easily 
understand performance levels

UNBEATABLE BUSINESS VALUE

With TrueCommerce Pack & Ship, your 
organization can fulfill more orders 
faster, with fewer errors and returns. 
Integration with leading accounting 
and storefront systems simplifies 
workflows and eliminates data rekeying 
and latency issues that may be holding 
your organization back. An easy-to-
use, web-based interface also reduces 
training cycles for warehouse personnel 
and slashes IT maintenance overhead 
to deliver improved productivity and 
efficiency.  

Reduce Shipping and Fulfillment Costs

 hDynamic rate shopping lets you 
choose the most economical shipping 
option to achieve the promised 
delivery service level

 h Built-in pack verification (both image-
guided and scan validation) plus 
address verification eliminates costly 
shipping errors, chargebacks and 
returns 

 h Cartonization enables businesses to 
optimize package and pallet utilization 
and decrease freight spend
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Connect to Your Key Business 
Systems

 h Integrates out-of-the-box with a 
wide range of leading accounting/
ERP solutions, including QuickBooks, 
NetSuite, Microsoft Dynamics, SAP 
B1, Sage and Acumatica

 h Automatically syncs orders based on 
specific data points like customer, 
ship date and ship-to location

 h Automatically updates fulfilled 
orders in your ERP or storefront 
solution with shipment status, freight 
cost, selected carrier, tracking and 
more

 h Automatically syncs lot and 
serial data collected during order 
fulfillment with your ERP

 h Fulfills against the sales order 
based on what was shipped and 
automatically generates shipments 
or invoices directly within your ERP

Connect to the TrueCommerce 
Network 

 hGain access to more than 92,000 
trading partners offering immediate 
compliance and integration with key 
retailers and online marketplaces

 h Ensure compliance with 
automatically updated trading 
partner maps

 hOnboard new partners easily with 
support from TrueCommerce’s 
dedicated team 

Achieve Next-Level Value with More 
from TrueCommerce Foundry

 h Integrated EDI automates key 
shipping documents like outbound 
ASNs to eliminate data retyping

 h eCommerce and Marketplace 
connectivity moves order information 
directly from your digital sales 
channels to Pack & Ship

 h Vendor Managed Inventory makes 
it easy to forecast shipments and 
deliver them at the right time

 hDock & Yard helps improve 
dock scheduling to reduce dock 
congestion, eliminate carrier fees, 
and get shipments on the road more 
quickly

 h Built-in reporting on operational 
analytics including freight spend, 
fulfillment throughput and 
performance metrics enable you 
to make better-informed business 
decisions 

 h Comprehensive shipment history 
delivers actionable insights into freight 
spend so your organization can make 
better decisions and negotiate more 
effectively with transportation providers 

 h Advanced analytics empower you to 
optimize your fulfillment operations

 h Activity status tracking with user and 
date stamps lets you measure and 
optimize fulfillment processes at the 
team and employee level

BUILD BETTER CONNECTIONS 
ACROSS YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN 

Fulfill Orders from All Demand 
Channels  

 h Sync orders from all your channels— 
including fast-growing marketplaces 
like Amazon, Walmart and others, and 
popular storefronts such as Shopify, 
Magento or TrueCommerce Nexternal 
—into one powerful platform

 h Empower your organization to quickly 
onboard new channel partners, 
including drop ship vendor programs, 
with reliable, repeatable and 
configurable processes 

 h Ship via parcel carriers direct to 
customers

 h Simplify replenishment to your 
physical store locations or even ship 
direct to consumers from your store 
locations 
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THE TRUECOMMERCE TEAM IS HERE TO HELP! 
If you have any questions regarding TrueCommerce, or how our solutions apply 
to your business, our passionate, customer focused team is here for you. 

Call us today at 888.430.4489

www.truecommerce.com

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE
TrueCommerce is the most complete 
way to integrate your business 
across the supply chain, integrating 
everything from EDI to inventory 
management, to fulfillment, to digital 
storefronts and marketplaces, to your 
business system and to whatever 
comes next. That’s why thousands of 
companies across various industries 
rely on us.

TrueCommerce.  
Do business in every direction.

https://www.youtube.com/user/TrueCommerceVideo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/38248
https://www.facebook.com/pages/TrueCommerce-EDI-Solutions/202853923086945
https://twitter.com/TrueCommerce

